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Abstract
The vascular system was essential for plants to colonize land
by facilitating the transport of water, nutrients, and minerals
throughout the body. Our current knowledge on the molecular-
genetic control of vascular tissue specification and differenti-
ation is mostly based on studies in the Arabidopsis primary
root. To what degree these regulatory mechanisms in the root
meristem can be extrapolated to vascular tissue development
in other organs is a question of great interest. In this review, we
discuss the most recent progress on cotyledon vein formation,
with a focus on polar auxin transport-dependent and -inde-
pendent mechanisms. We also provide an overview of
vasculature formation in postembryonic organs, namely lateral
roots, which is more complex than anticipated as several tis-
sues of the parent root must act in a spatio-temporally coor-
dinated manner.
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Introduction
Plant embryogenesis produces a minimal set of organs
and primary meristems that provide a coordinate system

for the post-embryonic elaboration of the plant body [1].
This includes the formation of a continuous vascular
system that is required to exchange water and nutrients
within the plant [2]. Thus, understanding the formation
of vascular tissue networks in different organs is an
www.sciencedirect.com
essential question in plant developmental biology. The
bulk of our knowledge on the molecular mechanisms of
vascular tissue formation is derived from its study in
primary roots of the dicotyledonous model plant,
Arabidopsis thaliana (Arabidopsis) [3,4]. It remains un-
clear however to what degree these mechanisms operate
in the ontogenesis of post-embryonic organs, and
whether they are co-opted in spatially more complex

situations, like the formation of vein networks in leaf
(-like) organs. Recent progress in the analysis of vascular
tissue formation in lateral roots and cotyledons starts to
shed light on these issues.

Polar auxin transport-dependent regulation of
vascular patterning in cotyledons
An important concept in vascular tissue formation is the
‘auxin canalization hypothesis’, which was formulated
over half a century ago [5]. Although it still posits a valid
framework for vascular tissue formation, revisions were
proposed because predictions of the original hypothesis
are at odds with various experimental observations
[6e8]. One of its revised formulations suggests that a

(pro)vascular cell attracts slightly more auxin than its
neighboring cells, which enhances its own polar auxin
transport (PAT) capacity and leads to the export of
auxin from the cell. The increase in auxin levels in the
adjacent cell then initiates a repetition of the process,
ultimately resulting in auxin canalization and the for-
mation of narrow cell strands that differentiate into
vascular tissues of the foliar organs [6,8e10] (Figure 1a).
Molecular markers of auxin activity indicate that the
provascular cell strands accumulate auxin and thus,
counterintuitively, appear as auxin sources rather than

sinks. However, much as a river that drains a landscape
accumulates water, they may still constitute preferred
routes for auxin evacuation, highlighting the importance
of PAT control. Although the key components for polar
auxin efflux, the typically asymmetrically localized PIN-
FORMED (PIN) auxin efflux carriers, have been iden-
tified decades ago, it remained unclear how the auxin
signal could influence PIN polarity in neighboring cells.
A significant breakthrough in this area is the recent
finding that downstream of the canonical auxin signaling
pathway, the WRKY DNA-BINDING PROTEIN 23

(WRK23) transcription factor stimulates expression of
the CANALIZATION-RELATED AUXIN-REGU-
LATED MALECTIN-TYPE RLK (CAMEL) cell-
surface transmembrane receptor. The complex of
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Figure 1
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Regulators of cotyledon vein formation (a) Schematic illustration of a revised view of the auxin canalization model. The blue arrowhead indicates the
narrow channel with high auxin-transport capacity that will become the vascular cells. (b) Schematic showing phosphorylation of PIN1 by CAMEL for
auxin canalization during cotyledon vascular formation. The absence of CAMEL-mediated phosphorylation in the PIN1 cytosolic loop leads to a failure in
PIN1 polarization in response to auxin. CANAR, which does not exhibit kinase activity, antagonizes CAMEL-mediated phosphorylation of PIN1. (c) PAT
regulation in developing protophloem sieve elements. At low level of auxin inside the cell, BRX inhibits PAX-mediated PIN1 activation and also recruits
PIP5Ks to reinforce PAX and its own polarity. Reduced auxin efflux gradually increases intracellular auxin levels, resulting in PDK1/2-mediated PAX
activation. PAX then phosphorylates BRX and its displacement from the plasma membrane allows PAX to phosphorylate PIN1 to promote PAT. The
subsequent gradual decrease in auxin levels facilitates BRX association with the plasma membrane, once again inhibiting PAX activity. (d) Schematic
representation of the branching sites of distal and proximal secondary veins in a wild-type cotyledon. Note that distal vein branching is formed from the
base to the tip, whereas proximal vein branching can occur in both directions (base-tip, tip-base). (e) Schematic representation of secondary vein for-
mation in cvp2 cvl1 cotyledons. Note the absence of the proximal vein branching that emerges from the tip towards the base as well as the presence of
‘gap cells’ and ‘vascular islands’.
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CAMEL with CANALIZATION-RELATED RLK
(CANAR) controls auxin-mediated PIN trafficking and
polarity in individual cells through PIN phosphorylation
(Figure 1b) [9,11]. Importantly, CANAR seems to act as
a negative regulator of CAMEL, as it reduces auto-
phosphorylation of CAMEL and its kinase activity to-
wards PIN1. Mutation of the pertinent phosphosites in
PIN1 impacts its polar localization and results in defects

in the vein pattern of cotyledons [9,11].

PAT regulation through a PIN ‘phosphocode’ can also
affect PIN activity. For instance, root protophloem dif-
ferentiation is promoted by regulation of auxin flux
through a molecular rheostat [10], which may represent
yet another mechanism of auxin canalization. In this
rheostat model, the AGC kinase PROTEIN KINASE
ASSOCIATED WITH BRX (PAX) enhances PIN ac-
tivity as well as turnover, whereas the BREVIS RADIX
(BRX) protein dampens this stimulation (Figure 1c)

[12]. The BRX-PAX module recruits phosphatidylino-
sitol-4-phosphate 5-kinases (PIP5Ks) to reinforce the
polar localization of all three proteins, which is however
independent of PIN polarity (Figure 1c) [10,13]. Ge-
netic analysis has shown that 3-phosphoinositide-
dependent protein kinases (PDK) 1 and 2 regulate PAT
by phosphorylating and consequently activating PAX in
an auxin-stimulated manner (Figure 1c) [14]. Interest-
ingly, mutations in BRX and PIP5Ks also affect the
cotyledon vein pattern [15,16]. Likewise, PDK1/2 loss-
of-function leads to highly fragmented and complex

cotyledon veins, which could be partially restored by
introducing a constitutively active phosphomimic
version of PAX [14]. These results suggest that the
machinery controlling PAT in root protophloem forma-
tion is also deployed in cotyledon vascularization. Yet,
this process may use additional factors [17,18], whose
role in root protophloem development could however
also be masked by redundancy. For example, VASCU-
LATURE COMPLEXITY AND CONNECTIVITY
(VCC), a plant-specific transmembrane protein, is
necessary for the appropriate polarization and stability of
PIN1 in (pro)vascular cells of embryonic cotyledons,

and thereby, proper vascularization [17]. Mutations in
VCC enhance the reduced cotyledon vein pattern
complexity of mutations in OCTOPUS (OPS), which
encodes another key regulator of root protophloem
development [19e22].

An often overlooked aspect of the various mutants is
their phenotypic variability, which reaches from reduced
complexity of vascular loops, to open ended vascular
strands, to the occurrence of ‘vascular islands’. An un-
derstanding of cotyledon vascularization thus cannot be

achieved without appreciating the precise cellular basis
of vein specification and differentiation. Recent publi-
cations propose that the emergence of distal secondary
veins follows the formation of the midvein in embryonic
cotyledons, and that proximal secondary veins form
www.sciencedirect.com
subsequently (Figure 1d) [17,23]. Whereas distal sec-
ondary veins branch out directly from cell files
comprising the midvein (Figure 1d), the origin of
proximal veins remains unclear [23]. It is possible that
proximal veins initiate through the periclinal division of
a distal vein cell, or by recruiting a ground meristem cell
located adjacent to the vascular cell at the branching
point. A re-examination of pertinent mutants may allow

to genetically dissect different aspects of cotyledon
vascularization and to determine the role of different
genes in either distal or proximal secondary venation, or
both. For instance, recent findings demonstrated that
the phosphoinositide 5-phosphatases COTYLEDON
VASCULAR PATTERN 2 (CVP2) and its homologue
CVP2-LIKE 1 (CVL1) as well as OPS positively regulate
proximal secondary vein branching but are apparently
not required for distal secondary branching (Figure 1e,
see vascular defects in cvp2 cvl1 cotyledons) [22,23].
Evidence for PAT-independent regulation of cotyledon
vein patterning
Discontinuities, and even more so vascular islands in the
cotyledon or leaf vein network appear to contradict the
auxin canalization model. They may however represent
local, eventually unsuccessful canalization events. This
emerges for example from detailed analysis of PIN1
expression in discontinuous veins of vascular network 3
(van3; a.k.a. scarface) leaves, which revealed that the
primary defect is in the maintenance rather than the
establishment of a continuous vascular pattern [24].
The VAN3 ARF-GAP might thus promote vascular
continuity through PIN genes, as evidenced by the
gradual decay of PIN1 expression and polarity pattern
that precedes the onset of fragmentation [24]. However,
genetic evidence also suggests that VAN3 and other
factors function at least partially in a PAT-independent
manner in cotyledon vein formation. First, van3 pin1
double mutants display an additive phenotype of pin1
(bifurcation of the midvein) and van3 (discontinuities)
single mutants [25]. Second, the vascular defects in
loss-of-function mutants of the VAN3 regulator CVP2
and its homolog CVL1 are not related to PATalterations
[23,26]. The third piece of evidence comes from genetic
analysis of gnom mutant leaves, whose discontinuous
vascular patterning has been attributed to disrupted
auxin transport because GNOM encodes a membrane
trafficking regulator that guides the correct PIN locali-
zation [27,28]. Mutual suppression of van3 and gnom
vein cotyledon defects suggests however that VAN3 and

GNOM may have opposing functions [25,29,30].
Moreover, as the vascular defects of gnom mutants in
both cotyledons and leaves are more severe than in
sextuple mutants of vascular PINs, it appears unlikely
that they are solely caused by altered PIN localization
[28]. Instead, GNOM may as well function in a PIN-
independent manner in leaf vein patterning, although
this function appears to be still (partially) mediated by
Current Opinion in Plant Biology 2023, 76:102461
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canonical auxin signaling [28]. Finally, silencing the
expression of the putative CLAVATA3/EMBRYO SUR-
ROUNDING REGION-RELATED (CLE) peptide re-
ceptor RECEPTOR-LIKE PROTEIN KINASE 2 (RPK2;
a.k.a. TOADSTOOL 2) in cvp2 cvl1 mutants rescues
secondary proximal branching defects but not the
vascular islands of cotyledons, presumably in a PAT-
independent manner [23] although direct interaction

between CLE signaling and PAT regulation has been
observed in root protophloem [31]. CLE peptides were
recently implicated in the repression of xylem differ-
entiation in cotyledons of etiolated seedlings as well
[32], but it is yet to be determined whether their
function in this context entails PAT regulation.

Vascular tissue development in lateral roots
The topic of vein branching and vascular islands is also
pertinent for lateral organ formation. For example,
lateral roots are formed post-embryonically (with the
exception of Cucurbitaceae and Polygonaceae, which also
produce embryonic lateral roots) [33,34] and have to
connect to the existing vasculature of their parent, pri-

mary root. In most seed plants, lateral roots arise from a
specific group of founder cells (FCs) in the pericycle
[35], although in some species other primary root tissues
such as endodermis, cortex and vascular parenchyma
contribute to its morphogenesis as well [33,36]. In
Arabidopsis, pericycle FCs divide to create a meristem
that resembles the primary root meristem. It is then
assumed that vascular cells in lateral roots arise exclu-
sively from their own vascular initials. The process of
Arabidopsis lateral root development can be divided into
eight stages (stages I-VII and emergence). Lateral root

primordium (LRP) initiation starts with the specifica-
tion of one xylem pericycle cell (XPP) as an FC (Figure
2a), which divides and gradually recruits neighboring
pericycle cells to become FCs [35,37]. Cell type-
specific reporter lines indicate that cell lineages begin
to form at an early stage during LRP formation [38].
Already in stage II, two layers are differentiated, an in-
ternal layer that will develop into the vascular tissues,
and an external layer that will give rise to the outer
tissues [38]. Recently, single-cell mRNA sequencing
through the first four stages of LRP formation revealed

transitional stages that drive the acquisition of stem cell
characteristics, provascular tissue identities and a flex-
ible pluripotent state [39]. In the vascular development
branch, certain cells would have transitioned to
protophloem-like identity by stage IV [39]. These cells
are located next to the primary root phloem and ex-
pected to ensure the continuity of phloem tissues,
which is essential to support lateral root meristem
growth. Although vascular tissues in lateral roots thus
appear to originate from the pericycle, earlier studies
suggested that the vascular parenchyma is also involved

in establishing the connection between the nascent
lateral root and the primary root [33]. These anatomical
Current Opinion in Plant Biology 2023, 76:102461
studies found that the vascular parenchyma starts to
divide very early during lateral root development, in
stages I and II in monocot and eudicot plant species,
respectively [33,40e42]. However, conclusive evidence
for this was only obtained from recent studies, which
characterized the progression of vascular connections
between nascent lateral and primary roots at spatio-
temporal cellular detail [35,39,43].

Procambial cells of primary root build a xylem bridge
to lateral roots
Similar to primary roots, phloem tissues differentiate
earlier than xylem tissue in lateral roots [39]. These first
differentiated phloem cells might establish the
connection to the primary root phloem (Figure 2b).
Indeed, symplastic tracer experiments suggest that
these cells are derived from phloem pole pericycle
daughter cells [35]. Once lateral roots emerge and
become able to absorb water, xylem is formed and
connected to the primary root xylem. To this end, a
xylem bridge (XB) is formed between primary and
lateral root xylem strands [43]. In agreement with

earlier studies, clonal analysis and long-term time-lapse
experiments demonstrated that during LRP formation,
the primary root procambium starts to divide and the XB
is derived from some of these precursor cells (Figure 2c)
[43]. This procambium contribution to xylem formation
is spatio-temporally coordinated with the participation
of the pericycle [43]. How can this be understood in the
context of LRP formation? LRP initiation starts by
specifying the first pericycle FC, which is typically in
direct contact with the primary root protoxylem, before
any procambial cell proliferation. The centrally located

XB elements formed at the base of the lateral root
originate from the pericycle and connect with the pri-
mary root protoxylem (Figure 2b). The recruitment of
FCs then spreads laterally to the phloem poles. Pro-
cambium cells adjacent to the recruited FCs then start
to divide and switch their identity to xylem precursors
(Figure 2b). These procambium-derived XB cells are
located lateral to the junction between the LRP and the
primary root protoxylem. Finally, since procambial cells
can produce either xylem or phloem, it appears possible
that procambial daughter cells also contribute to the

phloem connection.

While regulators of phloem connection between the
primary root and nascent lateral roots are not known,
regulators of the xylem connection have been described
recently [43]. That is, CLASS III HOMEODOMAIN-
LEUCINE ZIPPER (HD-ZIPIII) and VASCULAR-
RELATED NAC-DOMAIN (VND) transcriptions fac-
tors are critical for XB specification and differentiation,
respectively (Figure 2d) [43]. Therein, HD-ZIPIIIs
appear to be regulated by the microRNAs miR165/6,

similar to their regulation in the shoot apical meristem
and primary root (Figure 2d) [44]. It is uncertain
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 2

Establishment of vascular connections during lateral root development. (a) Schematic of the primary tissues of an Arabidopsis root in the transverse
plane. XPP, xylem pole pericycle. (b) Schematic showing vascular connections during LR morphogenesis. The formation of a phloem bridge is hy-
pothesized by the authors, whereas the formation of a xylem bridge has been recently demonstrated. PR, primary root; LR, lateral root. (c) Schematic
showing that the proliferation of parental procambium during LR morphogenesis contributes to LR formation (i.e., xylem connections). (d) Model sum-
marizing the role of HD-ZIP III and VND transcription factors in XB specification and differentiation, respectively. PCD, programmed cell death; SCW,
secondary cell wall.
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however whether the severe inhibition of XB formation
in hd-zipIII loss-of-function mutants is due to their role
in XB cell specification directly, or rather represents an
indirect consequence of vascular (pro)cambium cell
proliferation defects [45]. In the primary root, the

MONOPTEROS (MP) transcription factor acts down-
stream of HD-ZIPIIIs, whereas ARGONAUTE10
(AGO10) promotes miR165/6 degradation to stabilize
HD-ZIPIIIs [44]. The lack of XB formation defects in
mp and ago10 mutants thus suggests that upstream and
downstream elements of the miR165/6-HD-ZIPIII
pathway may vary depending on context [43]. Collec-
tively, these studies indicate that while many regulators
associated with vasculature development of primary
roots are involved in vascular connections, this is not
true for all of them. An intriguing question is thus
www.sciencedirect.com
whether distinct regulators that are solely responsible
for building vascular connections between the primary
and lateral roots exist? Moreover, comparatively little is
known about molecular mechanisms of vascular tissue
formation in lateral roots post-emergence [15,43]. Yet,

because mutants with impaired protophloem differen-
tiation in the primary root often show similar defects in
lateral roots [15], the pathways are likely similar,
and phenotypic differences between primary and
lateral roots may mainly reflect organ-specific un-
equal redundancies.

Conclusions and perspectives
In summary, whereas we have accumulated extensive
knowledge on the cellular and molecular basis of
vascular tissue morphogenesis in primary roots, the
Current Opinion in Plant Biology 2023, 76:102461
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formation of vascular tissues in cotyledons and lateral
roots remains poorly understood. At the cellular level,
key questions that require further investigation include
how proximal branching is established in embryonic
cotyledons and whether, similar to what happens during
xylem formation, ‘phloem bridges’ are formed during
lateral root development. At the molecular level, tran-
scriptomic analysis by single-cell mRNA sequencing

[39,46] and further genetic validation could drive
further advances. Since most genes involved in vascular
development have been identified through forward ge-
netic screens, genetically redundant regulators of vein
formation may have eluded detection. Chemical ge-
netics offers a promising approach to identify small
molecules that can impact leaf and cotyledon vein
patterning in cases where genetic redundancy is a
challenge [47]. Finally, given our limited understanding
of how environmental factors affect vascular develop-
ment [48,49], investigating the plasticity of this process

in response to changing conditions may yield comple-
mentary critical insight.
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